LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS MANAGER

Are you a manager?

Is the ability to
- Set plans
- Keep tasks organized
- Efficient use of resources and staff
- Explain and motivate staff to follow these plans
- Communicate plans to suppliers and customers

Part of your DNA? We need to talk to you.

Our most efficient crew is 3 persons. Our landscape projects include complete landscape installation, hardscapes and landscape renovation. Your strengths in landscape design and horticulture (or a very strong motivation to learn) will be needed for success.

A great manager is a hands-on, enthusiastic teacher and leader. By teaching your crew all steps of the project process, and encouraging their progress and efficiency, you can advance to designing and estimating future projects, while continuing to manage your crew.

Your management and organizational skills will also be used to develop policy and oversee efficient, sustainable management of tool and hardscape material purchases and uses.

We are looking for an innovative problem solver who has a desire to grow with us. Lodi Farms is transitioning to an employee-owned company in 2015 and we are looking for future owners—not just employees. Own your job...don't let your job own you!

If you are looking for a company where your management skills, ideas and opinions are valued, we need to talk.

Salary Range: $35k—$50k

LODI FARMS LTD.
Retail Nursery and Landscape Contractors
2880 South Wagner Road, Ann Arbor MI 48103
(734) 665-5651 (office) (734) 323-6729 (Dan's cell) email resume to dan@lodifarms.com
Are you proficient in Bobcat skid steer operation?

Lodi Farms is looking for a key person to load customer vehicles with soil, mulch and plants. Additional responsibilities include unloading and putting away trees, processing topsoil and compost.

You will become one with the bobcat. When not loading materials or heeling in trees, there are paths to be graded, pallets to be moved, and dozens of other tasks that need to be done immediately and simultaneously.

It is absolutely essential that these tasks are completed efficiently and safely with no damage to vehicles, equipment or plants.

Lodi Farms is transitioning to an employee-owned company in 2015 and we are looking for future owners—not just employees. Own your job!

LODI FARMS LTD.
Retail Nursery and Landscape Contractors
2880 South Wagner Road, Ann Arbor MI 48103
(734) 665-5651 (office) (734) 323-6729 (Dan's cell) email resume to dan@lodifarms.com
EXTRAORDINARY RETAIL SALES PERSON

- You must enjoy working with people. If not, stop reading this now.

- Strong knowledge of plants or motivation to learn quickly.

- Ability to work outside in all types of weather, lifting and moving plants, with very minimal whining.

- You must become one with the plants, the POS system, and the quirky mentality of the retail department.

Lodi Farms is transitioning to an employee-owned company in 2015 and we are looking for future owners—not just employees. Own your job!

LODI FARMS LTD.
Retail Nursery and Landscape Contractors
2880 South Wagner Road, Ann Arbor MI 48103
email resume to aron@lodifarms.com